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Abstract. Induction excited thermography features an ideal basis for the application 
of a non-destructive testing method in industrial environments. Key factors are an 
effective and contactless active principle of induction excitation and robustness of 
defect detection. This provides potential to match the requirements of new quality 
assurance systems especially in automotive industries. Typical requirements are 
high piece numbers, cycle-times and fully automated processes. But market 
available induction devices are usually not optimized to the needs of active 
thermography and by this a realization of NDT system is in very special cases 
possible only.  
 Edevis has struck new paths in the field of induction excitation and refined the 
technique in close collaboration to partners to be put into factory line. Consequently 
has been opened a market in more and more fields of application, which are 
currently not or with non-automatable quality assurance methods monitored. 
 Described are the functional principle of the method, developed induction 
excitation devices and inductors, especially for applications in crack inspection and 
evaluation of joints. Characterized are both, general application examples and 
implementations of automated testing systems. Examples are crack detection in 
casted components and detection of porosities in laser welds. 

1. Introduction 

A key issue in automotive development is resource efficiency. In state of the art 
automobiles almost every component is optimized to high utilization of material. This may 
result in more critical production processes. A minor fraction of the production volume 
could sporadically offer flaws. But to ensure the quality of the overall system it is essential 
to detect imperfect components before assembly. Furthermore a responsible quality 
management requires a corresponding selection of defective components at interfaces 
between different suppliers and to the OEMs at the latest. 

Therefore especially safety relevant and highly stressed components of engine and 
power train are generally evaluated by nondestructive testing methods. But in many cases 
the inspections has to be performed manually (e. g. crack detection by magnetic particle 
testing) or test methods cannot detect all quality relevant flaws (e. g. emission monitoring 
of laser welding processes). The application of other, automatable non-destructive test 
methods is limited due to their missing robustness, testing speed or because of their contact 
based active principle. 

A non-destructive testing method with the potential to fulfill the demands of 
automated production lines is induction excited active thermography. Additional to the 
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contactless recording of the transient surface temperature by an infrared camera the 
required heating is brought contactless in the test region. By the induction heating metallic 
components can be heated selective and with high power efficiency. Also an automated 
image processing of the result images with a high robustness – due to the related high 
signal-to-noise-ratios – can be well applicated. Furthermore the fundamental detectability 
of surface cracks and flaws in joints has been proven in various researches [1], [2], [3], [4]. 

For a successful application of the technique it is essential to employ an induction 
heating with the ability to put the excitation energy reproducible and sufficient 
homogeneous in the test region. Also the components of the test system have to be robust, 
offer operation safety and electromagnetic compatibility to fit into industrial environments. 
The adopted mid frequency induction systems comply with these requirements. This 
enables the induction thermography to fit into new application fields in production 
technology. 

The following sections describe the functional principle of both induction thermo-
graphy methods – surface crack heating and heat flow thermography – and shows specific 
implementations in quality assurance of laser welds and crack detection. 

2. Induction Excited Heat Flow Thermography  

2.1 Functional Principle of Induction Excited Heat Flow Thermography 

Active principle of heat flow thermography is a specific heating of the inspection area. The 
warming results in a transient heat flow through the specimen. The heating signal usually is 
sinusoidal or pulsed-shaped modulated. Inhomogeneity or defects of the specimen causes 
disturbances of the heat flow and by this local transient temperature difference of the 
surface. The infrared camera records the surface temperature within the whole process and 
the temperature sequence can be evaluated with reference to the signal strength or 
dependent on time of temperature shifts. A number of different techniques are available to 
generate heat transfers. In addition to electrical heating (induction, conduction) typically 
used excitation sources are optical heating (intense light, lasers), mechanical stress (high 
power ultrasound) or convective heating (hot air). [5], [6], [7] 
Fig. 1 shows the set-up of induction excited heat flow thermography used for examination.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of induction excited heat flow thermography 
 

The inductor heats one of the (metallic) assembly components in the inspection area by 
pulsed inducing of eddy currents. The functional heating principle is based on two effects: 
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Energy dissipation from losses of eddy currents induced in the heated zone and losses from 
magnetic hysteresis (requires the material to be ferromagnetic). The local heating generates 
a conductive heat flow through the testing area. This heat flow is locally disturbed by zones 
of high thermal impedances (interfaces) or thermal isolating areas (voids). The infrared 
camera visualizes and records the temperature distribution of the surface within the 
sequence of the relevant temperature shifts of the surface. In this sequences regions with 
and without subsurface disturbances of the heat flow can be distinguished by different 
transient temperatures. The evaluation of results is done with a phase or amplitude image. 
These images are calculated by transforming the recorded IR sequence with a discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) pixel by pixel 

2.2 Inspection of Laser Welds by Induction Excited Heat Flow Thermography 

The capabilities of induction excited heat flow thermography are described in detail at the 
application for inspection of laser welds. Laser welding is often required for joint designs 
using thin metal sheets and providing only single-sided accessibility. In addition, laser 
welding offers benefits such as high process velocity and low heat-affected distortion. It is 
particularly simple and cost-effective for lap joints. To ensure high component stiffness and 
good corrosion resistance, a completely shaped cross-section of the weld is essential. 
Variations of the welding process or inaccurate part tolerances can result in diverse visually 
detectable flaws such as pores, cavitation, undercuts, etc. Other flaws are detectable more 
difficult, such as reduced cross-section of the weld. Special attention has to be paid for the 
so-called “false friend” defect. This flaw can arise due to increased spacing between the 
assembly components. In this case the laser melts up both metal sheets indeed, but because 
of less available material no fusion of the two melting bathes results. [8], [9] 

A reliable quality assurance method for laser welds should be able to detect all 
occurring flaw types. The inspection speed has to be on the same level to the welding 
speed. Furthermore requirements are resistance against external disturbances and the 
inspection should be feasible contemporary to the welding process. 

Induction heat flow thermography is well suited for determining the cross section of 
the weld. The mechanical worst case, no connection of the sheets, is even detectable better. 
The common utilized inspection setup is transmission mode. In the inspection area the weld 
seam is pulsed heated from the backside and the local warming of the camera-sided surface 
is evaluated. The characteristics of the surface heating is directly associated with the cross-
section of the weld seam. Only the connected areas ensure a heat flow, not joined sections 
are separated by an air gap and by this thermal nonconductive. [10] Fig. 2 illustrates the 
functional principle with a schematic diagram of the heat flow behavior in laser welds. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Determination of the cross section of laser welds with induction heat flow thermography 
 
Also detectable by induction heat flow thermography are surface defects such as areas with 
ejected melting bath and cavities. These flaw types can be understood as a locally reduced 
(thermal) thickness. As a result from the heat flow the surface of these thinner areas is 
warmed in an earlier point of time in relation to sound areas. 
Fig. 3 shows exemplarily measurement results in comparison of flawless and flawed laser 
welds in a single-lapped joint of two steel sheets with a thickness of tB= 0.75 mm each. In 
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addition to surface defects, apparent in a visible inspection, e. g. locally ejected melting 
bath, also hidden defects in the cross section of the weld are detectable. The given results at 
a specimen with a “false friend” laser weld without a connection of both sheets are 
distinguishable to the flawless joint in the phase image with a strong thermal contrast. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Results of laser weld inspection by induction heat flow thermography (phase images, fDFT= 2 Hz) 
 
Following discussed demands to an inspection method for laser welds can be fulfilled as 
well. The inspection speed of the described specimens is corresponding to a half second at 
the seam length of 100 mm (in accordance with a DFT-frequency of 2 Hz). A performance 
of the inspection can be done within a few seconds directly after the welding process. 
Within this duration the welded components accomplish a stabile cooling down phase in 
the seam area. Disturbances by external influencing variables, changes in surface condition 
and finite tolerances of the component or at inspection positioning does not deteriorate the 
test results significantly. 

In addition to the inspection of laser weld induction thermography is well suited for 
quality assurance of other joint types. Only precondition is the relevant flaws have to 
exhibit thermal insulating characteristics, usually given by air gaps. These can be found at 
adhesive bonded, (laser) soldered and mechanical joints. At these joint types the detection 
of delamination areas and the geometrical shaping of the join/bond line are determinable. 
Impossible to detect – as well as with other heat flow methods – are zero volume defects 
with non-adherent, but contacting interfaces. Flaws with such interfaces can be found e. g. 
at spot welds (“zink-bond”) or at adhesive bonds (“kissing” or weak bonds). Interfaces of 
these defects have no or only small changes of thermal impedances in accordance to sound 
areas. Resulting disturbances of the heat flow (3D-diffusion) are not sufficient to be 
detected at the surface.  

3. Induction Excited Crack Thermography 

3.1 Functional Principle of Induction Excited Crack Thermography 

At surface crack detection by induction thermography the induced eddy current field 
interacts directly with the defects. Thereby ideally only the cracked areas (crack tips and 
bottom) are heated. Surrounding sound areas are not or less warmed. This can be described 
as defect-selective mode of action, corresponding to a high robustness of the method. Thus 
induction crack thermography has an unique position in thermal methods (as well as 
ultrasound excited thermography). Although ultrasound thermography has in addition the 
potential to detect also subsurface cracks, it offers much lower signal amplitudes and less 
robustness as induction crack thermography. 
Fig. 4 shows the testing set-up of induction excited crack thermography used for the 
examination and the mode of action. Typically reflection mode setup is used for crack 
detection with induction thermography. The inductor with an opened field of view for the 
camera induces eddy currents in the surface of the inspection area. Cracks in the surface 
with a crack path non-parallel to the eddy current field change the local eddy current 
distribution and by this influences the heating generated by induction. 
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of induction excited crack thermography 
 

At the crack tips and in the base of the cracks the eddy currents are constricted and the eddy 
current density increases. According to this the local electrical losses are increased. 
Consequently these regions heats up significantly stronger than sound regions. The infrared 
camera, recording the surface temperature of the inspection area, visualizes the differences 
in heating behaviour. [1], [2]  

Fig. 5 explains the mode of action at two exemplary areas of a cracked surface 
locally at a crack tip and the surrounding sound region.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Correlation of crack path, eddy current field and local temperature profile of the surface 
 
For applicability of induction crack thermography the component has to be metallic or has 
to offer electrical conductive properties at least. Due to the limited penetration depth of the 
eddy current field in metallic materials induction excited crack thermography is only 
suitable for the detection of surface cracks. The effective penetrance depth is a result from a 
self-induction of the eddy currents, described by the Skin-Effect; consequently the Skin-
Depth is the active penetration depth of the specific material. Typical values of the Skin-
Depth in the used frequency band (fInd= 10…50 kHz) are varying between δS≈ 0.1…1 mm. 
In addition to the induction frequency the values are depending on the magnetic and 
electrical properties of the material. Materials with ferromagnetic characteristics have a 
lower Skin-Depth, non-magnetic materials an enhanced. [1], [2] 
Induction crack thermography is commonly used with the pulse-phase method too. The 
evaluation of the results is done with a frequency depending amplitude or phase image 
calculated by a DFT. 
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3.2 Inspection of Metallic Components by Induction Excited Crack Thermography 

In production of metallic components surface cracks can occur in regions of the 
components with high thermal or mechanical stresses due to the production process. Such 
stress can be exemplary found in forming processes (casting, drawing, rolling) or surface 
hardening processes (induction, case or nitride hardening). Also in moulding processes 
(iron or precision casting) surface cracks may occur. Though the crack occurring is 
depending on specific and local discontinuities, only a very low percentage (typically per 
mil range) of the produced components exhibits cracks. The small amount of flawed 
components has to be sorted out from the whole production volume.  

State of the art of sorting out of these components are manually carried out 
inspection methods, as magnet particle testing (MT) or dye penetrant testing (PT). Apart 
from the dependency of trained inspectors and the contamination of the components with 
testing liquids, these methods are potentially susceptible to the appearance of a higher 
amount of false positives or negatives. Concerning these matters induction thermography is 
very competitive. The inspection can be carried out fully automated based on a robust self-
acting image processing. 

The potential of the method can be demonstrated with results from surface 
inspection by induction thermography. Fig. 6 shows two inspection results of the method at 
so-called “MTU specimen”, a reference block 1, defined in the MT norm (DIN EN ISO 
9934-2). In between both phase images of induction excited crack thermography the 
reference result of magnet particle testing can be found. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Test result of induction excited crack thermography at a reference block 1 (DIN EN ISO 9934-2) 
 

A comparison of the results points out the differences of the methods. On the one hand the 
results of induction thermography have a directional property; on the other hand the 
contrast of the cracks to the surrounding surface is much higher. The directional 
dependency of the crack detection is a result of the strong directional concentration of the 
eddy current field of the deployed inductor. This increases the signal amplitude, but 
decreases the inspections sensitivity to cracks with a parallel crack path to the field 
orientation. Therefore two measurements with 90 degrees turned field orientation must be 
performed to ensure the detection of cracks with an arbitrary crack orientation. To obtain a 
directly comparable result to magnetic particle testing, the results of both orientations have 
to be fused to one. This is no matter with regard to the inspection duration, because of the 
short duration of the single measurement within a tenth of a second. The high contrast and 
well detectability is due to the specific shape of the crack signals. The uneven signals are 
resulting from the interaction of the cracks with the eddy currents and are shaped like a 
string of pearls. The stringing together of light/dark pattern permits a quite robust 
detectability with image processing.  
 Induction excited crack thermography is also able to detect cracks without a surface 
opening. Sufficient condition for the capacity of the mode of action is an electrical 
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separation of adjacent areas. Such conditions can be found at forging laps or double skin, 
because they offer line shaped oxide inclusion. Consequently also these flaws are 
detectable by induction excited thermography. Furthermore thin-walled components (i. e. 
metal sheet deep drawn components) can be inspected with this method too. The surface 
finish is almost irrelevant also. The surface could be either mill finished, oxidized, scaled or 
in machined condition. Even surface scratches are non-critical regarding false negatives, 
because they do not interact with the eddy current field in the same manner as cracks. 
Usually scratches don’t have a distinguishable signal to sound areas.  

4. Industrial Implementation of Induction Excited Thermography 

4.1 Systems Technology of Induction Excited Thermography 

Approaches for the development of the inspection system on behalf of optimizing the 
system for industrial application have been focused both on the induction generator and the 
inductors. The induction generator, a mid-frequency generator, has been developed 
continuously in close cooperation with the manufacturer with regards to active 
thermography. It is available with a maximum power of 3 kW or 5 kW and has an infinitely 
available frequency range of fInd= 8 … 50 kHz. Based on the high efficiency no water 
cooling of the generator is needed. The control of the induction pulses is done by a pulse-
width-modulation. With this type of controlling high defined and time discrete pulses can 
be emitted. The induction frequency is freely selectable and independent of the inductivity 
of the inductor. Due to the reduced overall dimensions of the generator and the peripheral 
devices the complete system is compact and by this quite well integrable into production 
systems. Fig. 7 shows the mainframe of the system. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7: Induction thermography system in control cabinet with induction generator and peripheral devices 
 

The inductors of the system are usually passively air-cooled and possess flexible, robot 
suitable supply lines up to 15 m length. Consequently they are well integrable into movable 
inspection units. Exemplary they can be moved with a robot unit for inspection of multiple 
regions at one component. Every scope of application has special adopted inductors. 
Inductors for the inspection of joints by heat flow thermography offer heating areas in 
according to the joints geometrical boundary conditions. Correspondingly inductors with a 
linear, point-shaped and laminar heating area have been developed. To achieve well 
evaluable result these heating regions should be warmed ideally homogeneous. Elsewise an 
inhomogeneous warming can cause in lateral heat flows resulting in a superposition to flaw 
indications [3]. In contrast inductors for crack detection have to offer a strong as possible 
eddy current field in the opened field of view to the camera. Inductors for these applications 
have been developed as well. In series testing applications often also highly specific 
custom-built inductors are implemented. 
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4.2 Examples of Induction Thermography Inspection Devices 

In many cases of industrial implementation it is reasonable to integrate camera and inductor 
to one inspection device, especially if multiple regions of one component have to be 
inspected and camera and inductor must be moved from one inspection region to the other. 
The evolved inspection probe is easy to implement in a handling unit, for example a linear 
axis or a six-axis robot.  
 Fig. 6 shows an exemplary induction thermography inspection probe. This probe 
was developed for the inspection of circular laser weld seams at a steel-sheet component of 
car body construction. The inspection determines the integrity and consistency of the laser 
welds, in particular with focus to the detection of porosities of the weld. Besides to the 
special developed inductor for exciting of the circular inspection regions a standard 
bolometer camera was deployed. This is advantageous for acquisition costs, but especially 
for the operation and maintenance costs.  

  

 
 

Fig. 8: Induction thermography probe for the inspection of laser welds 
 

Another example is displayed in Fig. 9. This is a thermography inspection probe for 
detection of cracks in casted components or metal sheets. A universally applicable Inductor 
for detection of cracks is combined to a unit with the infrared camera. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Induction thermography probe for crack detection 
 

The eddy current excited and for the field of view of the camera opened inspection area of 
the inductor (between the two legs of the inductor) has a size of 40 mm x 50 mm. This area 
can be inspected within one step of tInsp= 0.1 s. If the inspection area of a component is 
more extended, the probe can be moved step by step over the surface of the component. 
This is usually done by static measurement process, but in certain cases (i. e. at metal 
sheets) the measurement can be also executed during a continuous moving of probe or 
component. 
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5. Summary 

Induction excited thermography is a tried and tested possibility to be applied at automated 
inspection tasks in production environment. The inspection method can be used in heat 
flow mode for the quality assessment of joints, especially laser welds, and is also proven in 
detection of surface cracks in metallic components. 

Based on the developed systems technology the design of reliable and efficient 
inspection systems is feasible. These systems have a minimum of maintenance 
requirements. The typical high signal strength provides a simple evaluation and well 
robustness to external disturbances. Available well adopted inductors excite the inspections 
area selective. Thereby a local mode of action can be applied to the inspected components. 
Such demands for a local inspection of components are often found in crack detection or 
inspection of joints. Also the testing technology is integrable in compact and mobile 
inspection units. Thus an implementation into automation systems is well possible.  
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